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Abstract

Author:   Isabelle Desjeux

Title:   Failures and Other Strange Scientific 

Objects

Degree:   Master of Arts (Fine Arts)

Month/Year:                     December 2010

Number of Pages:           88

Style Manual Used:         Modern Language Association (2nd edition)

Intrigued by the way scientists  pursue their research and by how things 

sometimes don’t work, I have taken a scientific approach to understanding the 

paradox of failure in the making of science. As part of the research, I have 

looked at scientific method, culture and communication in Life Sciences 

academia. Then, I have used scientific techniques to study the setbacks of 

science. In this context, I have looked at Mark Dion’s work and his 

appropriation of the scientific method to study other systems. In the context of 

communication and transmission of information, this  thesis has also been 

informed by Francis  Alÿs’ approach to urban myths and their propagation. 

There is a long history in science of using humor and irony to offset the 

seriousness of the topic and play with the perceived notion of the scientist as 

an all-knowing persona, allowing for a culture of internal jokes to propagate. 

Here, I have looked particularly at the use of ‘Pataphysics as a means for 

non-scientists to impersonate scientists, and have pushed the mechanism 
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further by using as much actual data and logic in my research as possible. 

The resulting work looks and feels like the work of a scientist, and for all intent 

and purpose, is, except maybe for the unexpected outcome.
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Introduction

Science is part of our modern world. However, more and more complex 

technical advancements mean that even the highly educated public or 

scientists might not be able to make judgement on specific scientific works 

from different areas of study. In this context, it is  only our trust in the 

specialists that lets us distinguish between science and pure magic. It is in the 

context of these paradoxes  that I have taken upon myself to open this 

pandora’s box and observe the setbacks that are a part of science making.
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Paper 1

Framing failures, setbacks and rejections: the everyday life of the 
scientist

The path of science-making is fraught with rejection, failure and errors. 

“Rejection” when a scientist’s proposal for a research project is rejected, or 

when an article is  not being accepted for publication, “failure” when an 

experiment gives out useless results and “errors” when the wrong decisions 

are taken. These are necessary stepping stones in the scientific process. By 

collecting examples of rejection, failures and errors (part of the research that 

the scientists have given up on), and reframing them, I am attempting to take 

a different look at the process of science-making and failure. Research 

consists of collecting stories  of failures  in the lab and finding out how 

scientists deal with them. In the process, scientists become protagonists and 

full collaborators. Surveying the occurrence of failures in the lab, tampering 

with the established order of the scientific process and looking at failures in 

the living biological world to draw comparisons with the observers of this world 

(the scientists themselves) form the core of the project.

The final work will comprise of performative lectures, documented 

experiments, and interpretations, as well as the display of artefacts  pertaining 

to the discoveries made along the way. In this paper, I explain what I mean by 

failures and why these are interesting to look at. As they become more 

defined, I show how failures can be studied as scientific objects in their own 

right. I will also introduce the “Other Strange Scientific Objects” that can be 

part of this study. The historical context in which this reframing is taking place 

will be discussed. Finally, I will sketch the form which this work will take.

2



I. Defining failures and rejects

Rejects can be defined as the unwanted part of a project. I like to think 

of them as the “stuff” we don’t need anymore and put aside for the Karanguni 

or Rag-and-Bone man to take away because they fail to serve their original 

purpose. Expanding from this  definition, we find that as we engage in any 

project, there is a risk that its outcome is  not met and thereby fail to serve its 

original purpose. Artists are aware of this as they engage in their practice and 

the theme of “Failure” appears in a variety of works1, led by the figure of 

Samuel Beckett and his self declared “art of failure”. Failure in this  case can 

mean an attitude: “Ever Tried. Ever Failed. No Matter. Try Again. Fail Again. 

Fail Better”2. Failure can also mean discarded material, lost arguments, or 

projects that did not get realised.

In a similar way, scientists have to deal with different types of rejections 

in the everyday process of science-making and experimenting: ideas, 

projects, and articles  are being rejected at one time or another of their life. 

Failure may also occur in the form of unrealised or unrealisable projects, 

experiments that did not produce the expected outcome. This results in the 

accumulation of unwanted material to be kept for later, reworked or even 

forgotten… Having worked in the lab for a number of years as a scientist, I 

have experienced first hand these regular setbacks. Now, I want to go back in 

the lab to collect and investigate these failures and their consequences on the 

world of science, the lives of the scientists and the rest of the world.

3

1 see Lisa LeFeuvre , Art Monthly , Feb.2008. The article discusses a number of recent 
exhibition held around the theme of “The art of Failure”..

2 Samuel Beckett, Worstward Ho. New York: Grove, 1983. 



II. Studying failures  

I will present below the preliminary results of my investigations (through 

scientific literature and interviews with biologists) on failures. In the everyday 

science made in the lab by the biologist, a hypothesis  is proposed, a set of 

experiments is designed to test the hypothesis, the experiments are carried 

out, and analysed to reach a conclusion. Until the conclusions fits  with the 

hypothesis, this process is reiterated (see illustration I.1).

Illustration I.1 The Scientific Method. A diagram elaborated from a number of 
sources (Karl Popper3, personal experience and interviews of scientists)

The goal for a scientist, and a closure for their work is to tell the world of 

their findings through “papers” or articles. At this point, as they are being peer-

reviewed, many articles become rejected. This part of the rejection is widely 

4

3 Karl Popper. The Logic of Scientific Discovery. London [u.a.]: Routledge Classics, 2007



acknowledged in the scientific world4, often disputed and perceived as unjust, 

but remains largely unaccounted for outside the scientific world.

Falsification is at the heart of science, where finding results  that 

contradict an established theory is  the usual outcome5. However, the game is 

biased since negative results (where the outcome consists of failing to detect 

a difference or a signal) are much less likely to be published6. Equally, 

successful experiments that demonstrate that a theory is inadequate but 

which fail to provide a better fitting model, are much more likely to be rejected 

by the publisher7. Hence these successful experiments demonstrating the 

inadequacy of an established theory (its failure) are much less likely to be 

published, and paradoxically result in failure (since they remain unheard of). 

The consequences for the scientists are that they will be much less likely to 

investigate such risky questions (scientists need to publish in order to get 

funded and keep their job). The consequence for the rest of science (and to 

some extent the public) is that some important questions remain 

unchallenged. After interviewing a number of biologists8, it has become clear 

that the content of many of these failures, although unwanted, carry much 

needed information. By not publishing failed experiments, there is a high 

5

4 Peter Lawrence, “The Mismeasure of Science”, in Current Biology Vol 17, Issue 15, 7 
August 2007, Pages R583-R585

5 See footnote (3)

6 Elie Dolgin, "Publication Bias Continues despite Clinical-trial Registration." Nature (2009). 11 
Sept. 2009 and Nicola Jones, "Sneak Test Shows Positive-paper Bias : Nature News." Nature 
Publishing Group : Science Journals, Jobs, and Information. 14 Sept. 2009.

7 Frederic Berger, Interview. Unpublished and Peter Lawrence, “The Mismeasure of Science”, 
in Current Biology Vol 17, Issue 15, 7 August 2007, Pages R583-R585.

8 Dr Ajay S. Mathuru, Dr Suresh Jesuthasan, Dr Vladimir Kohrz from Biopolis, Singapore and 
Dr Karuna Sampath, Dr Shezhka Oliferenko, Dr Frederic Berger from Temasek Life Sciences 
Laboratory, Singapore.



chance of others pursuing the same experiment, only to fail themselves, 

leading to wastage. It also skews the perception of what we know (since a 

large part remains hidden). This is slowly being acknowledged, with some 

journals now calling for failed experiments to be reported9, but still widely 

ignored.

Failure sits at the opposite of success. Although failure should be an 

acknowledgement that the scientists took risks, failure has been stigmatised 

by being equated with “rejection”, i.e. failure of the article to be published, 

disregarding the fact that the information content might be correct. Although 

these experiments are not personal failures as much as failure of the system 

to acknowledge their findings, they still end up as  “unwanted”. This is part of 

what I set out to expose in my work.

III. The methodology

As demonstrated above, there is no lack of material for me to work from: 

it comes from the lab as it is being discarded at different stages of the 

process. The first stage of the project consists of accumulating these rejects 

under the form of stories, in the same way that the “Karang Guni Man10” walks 

door to door asking for unwanted goods, but also in the way an amateur 

butterfly collector might go around looking for rare specimen. In the process, 

stories are heard, ideas collected, feelings collected too, using as much of the 

6

9 Daniel Cressey, "Failure Is Certainly an Option." Nature. 29 May 2009 and  Elie 
Dolgin,"Publication Bias Continues despite Clinical-trial Registration." Nature (2009). 11 Sept. 
2009.

10 In Singapore and Malaysia, the Karang Guni man goes from house to house, asking people 
for unwanted goods. He will load old TV, computers, vacuum cleaners, newspapers in his 
truck, honking his horn for more donations. All the goods are being either repaired, 
refurbished or recycled; this system has been in place long before the recycling trucks started 
taking over with special rubbish bags and collection times. Nothing is wasted.



scientific methodology as  the project allows. One of the objectives of 

collecting these stories is to hear the feelings  that come with rejection as well 

as the stories being told, thus turning an intangible concept (“failure”) into a 

concrete set of examples. The interviews with the scientists are also an 

important part of the research as scientists are being cast in a role different 

from their everyday role (as they look at their failures as  objects of desire and 

are asked to pass subjective judgements on their work). Another objective, 

through following a scientific method is to enlighten some of the shortcomings 

of its use in everyday science. 

How is the study to be conducted? In parallel with the collection of 

rejects (through the interview with scientists), a ‘Pataphysical study of the 

phenomenon is be undertaken. “‘Pataphysics” a term first introduced by Alfred 

Jarry11  in his “Ubu Roi” theatre play, is  best described by Christian Bök12 (as 

he compares science with ‘Pataphysics):

 “A ‘pataphysical argument [...], takes a set of nonsensical 

principles, but uses reason to argue from these principles to some 

kind of surprising conclusion—one intended to do nothing more 

than generate ideas.” 

Here, the nonsensical argument I start from is that rejects are a really 

important part of science and as such should be as  prominently displayed as 

positive results. In the process of studying failures as scientific object, a whole 

new knowledge system has to be created. Nobody disputes the veracity of the 

stories being retold. However, as we advance in studying it, we find gaps in 

7

11 Alfred Jarry, Ubu Roi. Paris: Gallimard, 1931. 

12 Bök, Christian, Transcript of Phone Interview between Josephine Zarkovich and Author 
Christian Bök, 4/21/2009, Unpublished



knowledge where technology has not yet come up with the adequate tools. As 

a result, the study of any scientific object can always be deemed to be 

incomplete. The scientist’s answer to this  is to make the most informed guess 

to fill in the gaps, and I follow a similar strategy in the study of the failures.

Through reframing, a failure becomes an object worth considering, in the 

same way that the junk-shop owner can turn broken junk into much sought-

after merchandise. The reframing here, is done by slightly changing the 

system of knowledge used for studying failure. ‘Pataphysics is a tool that has 

been used previously to expose the strange and the weird in a system13 and 

seems like the appropriate tool to study science with.

IV. Other scientific objects worth studying 

There are many other scientific objects that can be studied using the 

same mechanism of ‘Pataphysics described above. These can be found in the 

scientific methodology as described in Illustration I.1 (p.4), or nearby. 

Examples would include scientific miscommunication, i.e. when a scientist 

fails to communicate his story and its  implications either to his own community 

or to the wider public. Miscommunication can be studied in a pattern following 

that of failures as explained previously.

The overall topic of my thesis  is to take a look at how scientist work on a 

daily basis. It aims to look at the scientific methodology from an unusual point 

of view, reframing the scientists (asked to make subjective judgements on 

their failures  they become artists; under the gaze of the collector they become 

objects of study) and the object of study (i.e. “can we approximate a failure to 

8

13 Alfred Jarry in  his play “Ubu Roi” and Christian Bök, in his poems 'Pataphysics, The 
Poetics Of An Impossible Science. Northwestern UP, 2002.



a living creature?”). I am interested to see how far the reframing can be 

pushed, and would like to question if, by extension, any “failed” science can 

immediately claim to be an art object. Wastage and failure don’t only happen 

in science and are part of many human activities. From this  point of view, it is 

easy for the public to relate to scientists’ stories and shortcomings. 

V. The artwork

As part of this project, the following works will be undertaken.

1. The Study of Reliquum sc., an educational lecture.

Failures (Reliquum sc.) specimen will be collected from laboratories 

under the form of interviews, notes, figures and photographs. The method of 

collecting the material and the processing of the data obtained will follow a 

‘Pataphysical argument as described above. The resulting study will be 

presented under the form of a lecture under the title “Failomics, a novel 

science”. Lab notes and sketches will also be made available, as well as 

posters and scientific articles, where possible, as is  the custom in the 

scientific world.

The material pertaining to the collection of Reliquum, as well as the 

study of the various specimen (in the form of graphs, maps, photographs, 

sounds, correspondence with scientists, survey forms, sketches and other 

scientific techniques) will be collected as documentation of the study. 

2. Documenting A Risky Scientific Experiment

In order to minimise failure, a scientist might avoid risk as described 

above. Here, we devise a highly risky experiment, bordering on the absurd. 

9



The theme of the experiment is decided upon interviewing and interacting with 

scientists during the first project. The outcome of the experimental process 

should by right be a paper and/or a lecture. The work for the experiment will 

be documented in a lab notebook, with explanatory sketches, photographs of 

the set-up and so on. Correspondence with scientists and administration will 

be carefully archived. In the process of undertaking this research, we expect 

that we will encounter setbacks. These will also be documented.

3. Re-framing in the lab

Since the science happens in the lab, it is logical that the reframing 

should also take place there. I am planning on implanting some artwork into 

the laboratories, in the form of a site-specific installation. These will be under 

the form of transformed posters replacing the original scientific work or placed 

next to them. Other absurd objects will be placed in the laboratory, interfering 

mildly with the daily grind of scientific practice. A lecture on “Failures as 

scientific Objects” taking place in the scientific community would also achieve 

a similar goal.

4. Exploring a failed scientist

One of the failures of science is that of failing to recognise value in 

research coming from a different culture. Starting with this statement, a 

character will be created and brought to life through a narrative, resulting in a 

documentary film.

5. Drawing

Drawings and sketching will take place at many levels  of the work. 

These will be for planning an experiment, as a narrative to describe the failed 

10



experiments, as well as for the story, or in a similar way as the scientist does, 

in the research notebook. Documentation will be in the form of photographs, 

taped interviews and sketches, as well as video for lectures.

VI. Reference artists

Some of the artists I will to look at in the context of my work include the 

following:

1. Francis Alÿs

Francis Alÿs: His works  are narratives, and he states that they will live on 

in people’s mind as stories. This relates to the kind of work I do through my 

recycling and re-using. Any of the material I use has already a story. Even 

though the material is  re-used, it is part of my goal to conserve the story the 

object is originally connected with. 

On another note, I am planning work where scientists are themselves 

science objects of study. The experiment itself is only a carrier for the story to 

spread through a certain public (namely the scientists). In that way, my work 

bears a resonance to Francis Alÿs’ work. 

2. Mark Dion

Mark Dion appropriates  archaeological and other scientific methods of 

collecting, ordering, and exhibiting objects. What Dion questions is the 

distinction between ‘objective’ (‘rational’) scientific methods and 

‘subjective’ (‘irrational’) influences. As we study a new kind of scientific 

objects, a whole new knowledge system has  to be created. As  I build my new 

knowledge system to fit the study of failures, it will be informed by Mark Dion’s 

perspective.

11
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Visual Documentation 1

1. Preliminary works: Interviews with scientists. Documenting their 

place of work.

Figure I.1Scientists’ Offices (From left to right and top to bottom): Dr Snezhka 
Oliferenko (TLL) Desk, Wall; Dr Karuna Sampath (TLL) Desk; Prof Uttam Surana 
(IMCB) Desk; Dr Peter Todd (DBS, NUS) Wall; Dr Fred Berger (TLL) Desk. 

14



Figure I.2 Scientists’ Laboratories (From left to right and top to bottom):  Prof. 
Mohan Balasubramaniam’s laboratory (TLL). Bench, Close-up of bench with tools, a 
chemical cupboard.
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2. Preliminary works: making objects from recycled manuscripts

Figure I.3 Four unfinished objects, made using rejected and recycled scientific 
papers and manuscripts (papier mâché),metal wire, balloon or objects as structure. 
The finishing layer is made from images recycled from microscope photographs of 
diseased eyes.
(Papier mâché, variable size)

16



3. Preliminary works: drawings inspired by scientific illustrations, 

interviews...

Figure I.4 Digital images compiling information gathered in the lab, for a failures 
notebook.

17



Figure I.5 Evolution of Books and Text. Drawing inspired by various representations 
of phylogeny. 
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4. Resolved work: the performative lecture.

Figure I.6 “Characterisation of a novel endemic species, Reliquum sc.”. 
Stills from a lecture performed for the assessment of semester 1.

19



Paper 2

Failures in context

In the first chapter of this  thesis, we have looked at what scientific failure 

means, and how this might happen. In this paper, we look at communication, 

and more specifically at how ideas discovered in the process of interviewing 

scientists can be communicated to the public. 

In the first part, we look at how two different artists  deal with 

communicating information through their artwork, namely Francis Alÿs and 

Mark Dion. In a second part, we investigate the different modes of lecture and 

verbal deliveries that have been used in science, and in general, to transmit 

information. As the question of the mode of delivery is posed, comes the 

question of the public to which the delivery is  addressed, and of who the 

orator is or is  expected to be. Finally, the technique used to develop the 

logical discourse being delivered needs  to be explored, since the appropriate 

vocabulary, level of language and methodology are what will frame the lecture 

into the scientific world. 

Eventually, I would like to argue that it is the shift between the topic and 

the methodology that can make the lecture on failures a successful work of 

art.

I. Of making art with objects or without objects: Francis Alÿs and 
Mark Dion.

During the course of preparing my lectures, videos, and displays to 

communicate the result of my research on failures, I have come to wonder 

about where the art lies. I have chosen to look more particularly at Francis 

20



Alÿs and Mark Dion because I felt  that both of these artists have faced similar 

questions in their practices  and have resolved them in very distinct manners. 

The title of this thesis, “Failure and other Scientific Objects” introduces  failure 

as an art object as  well as a scientific object. Those are intrinsically distinct. A 

scientific object would be best defined as an epistemic object, or 

“anything that attracts our epistemic curiosity . [....] epistemic 
objects are the basic objects of research, such as viruses, 
electrons, or brain mechanisms.”1

It is in this perspective that I have approached scientific failure: as  a 

scientific object worth researching. In order to now reframe this  scientific 

object into an artistic object, I have looked at how two conceptual artists deal 

with the notion of object in their art.

1. Of making art without objects: Francis Alÿs. 

 “[Francis Alÿs creates] mobile and sometimes absurd art that 
essentially takes place in the mind and at the moment it is 
made” (Katrin Wittneven2)

Illustration II.1 When Faith Moves Mountains (2002)
Project for Geological Displacement.
Project by Francis Alÿs, collaboration with Rafael Ortega, and Cuauhtémoc Medina

21

1 "Epistemic Objects." International Research Network "History of Scientific Objects" MPG, 
2007. http://scientificobjects.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/scientificobjectsPublic/index/Projects.html

2 Wittneven, Katrin. "The Paradox of Praxis Step by Step: Approaching Francis Alÿs." DB 
Artmag 19 Sept. 2004. 



In his work “When Faith Moves Mountain”, a Project for Geological 

Displacement (2002), the artist had 500 volunteers  line up with shovels at the 

foot of a hill and move soil just enough that the whole mountain could be said 

to be displaced by a few inches. The actual work displayed in the gallery 

consists of documentation of the process. This includes the preparation 

(correspondence with the various authorities, a map of the region explaining 

how the mountain could technically be said to have moved), as well as  the 

tools (shovels), shirts worn by volunteers, videos taken at the time of the 

work... The title itself is  poetic and evocative. “Faith Moves Mountains” is an 

expression usually understood as a metaphor. What the artist does is turn the 

metaphor into reality by placing evidence of the work (in the form of objects) in 

front of us. But these objects are not the work of art, the work of art is 

happening in your mind, as  you envisage what “Faith Moving Mountains” can 

mean. The objects displayed in the gallery serve as documentation of a work 

that happened in Peru a few years ago. However, the title is  so evocative that 

the mere reading of it evokes the displacement. The “art object” in this piece 

is  neither the shovels used for moving the mountains nor the videos showing 

how the mountain was moved but the idea that ”Faith Moves Mountains”.

"Sometimes making something leads to nothing, sometimes making 
nothing leads to something." 3

This  statement by Francis  Alÿs resonates  in the artist’s other works. His 

performances could be as strong whether you experience them directly or 

whether you experience them second hand. However, most often, you would 

not have had the chance the see them, since Alÿs doesn’t advertise them 
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ahead of time and the photographs, postcards or other traces used as 

documents are usually re-enactments of the original performance, raising the 

slightest doubt that the piece was actually .performed. Like urban legends 

(which don’t need written words, photos or videos, just word of mouth), the 

artwork can spread: “Have you heard of this artist who walked into the streets 

with a strand of his sweater being pulled” (Fairy Tales, 1994) or “...who 

pushed an ice cube in the street until it melted”/ “who dripped a can of paint 

throughout the streets  all the way to the gallery?” (The Paradox of Praxis 

1997,The Leak, 1995). His strong actions transcend any tangible object, 

becoming a narrative. The object that Alÿs  carries our attention to is an 

imaginary object, a story being built in our mind, the possibilities of “what if...”. 

2. Of making art with many objects: Mark Dion and his 
Wunderkammer

“The public had a different kind of relationship to [the artwork] ... 
they came witnessing a process rather than coming to see an 
object” Mark Dion, on the Tate Thames Dig4.

Illustration II.2 The Thames Dig (1999). Mark Dion
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For many years now, American artist Mark Dion has been making works 

based on archeological findings and using scientific methodology to classify 

them. In his case, the object is an excuse, a means to an end, the end being 

the collecting, the classifying, the displaying of the different objects, 

highlighting the process  of archaeological research and archeology. Since in 

his view, loosely connected objects can quite logically be grouped together, 

we wonder about the choices that are made regarding these objects, and 

question how knowledge can be acquired through a method meant to be 

objective but reveals itself to be subjective. In his work “The Thames Dig”, the 

work starts as a bona fide archaeologic dig along the banks of the river 

Thames, Millibank and the Bankside (Mark Dion and Alex Coles 1999). The 

objects collected (with the help of the public) are then analysed, information is 

extracted, as in a proper scientific project, before being displayed. These 

objects need to be there, displayed beautifully, as an entry into the art object. 

They invite the viewer to wonder about how they were collected. Any object 

on its own would loose any meaning, but here, they serve the purpose of 

building a context for all the other objects displayed alongside. 

Mark Dion manipulates  objects and their meaning in a totally different 

manner from Francis Alÿs. First comes the collection. The collecting of the 

objects, as part of his  method, is very much part of his artwork. The choices 

made for the inclusion of the objects into his collection follow a rational, if 

pseudo-scientific, logic.

The public is being invited to be part of the process, and the artwork take 

many forms, from the raw display of the digs along the Thames being 
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displayed in tents to the Wunderkammers displayed inside the Tate museum 

as the result of the whole process.

Mark Dion has been pursuing the same technique for a few years now. 

Although the display changes  often, the general idea has been the same. And 

the display often takes place as an installation, in a large space, where the 

objects are being re-framed, re-contextualised, in the duchampian 5  sense of 

using ready-made.

3. Documenting as artwork

In both of these artists’ work, the part of the work described as the 

process, the art object, and the documenting are challenged and dealt with in 

different manners.

We can accept that a work of art becomes such as it is judged either by 

peers, by a museum or a gallery acquiring the piece to be one. In the process 

of being accepted, the artwork has to be documented. As we have seen 

above, “documenting” has  a different meaning depending on whether we are 

talking about paintings or in-temporal works. Alÿs’ work, for example , require 

to be documented since it would otherwise disappear. But Alÿs’ 

documentation of his performance usually are videos of re-enactments. In his 

piece “When Faith Moves Mountains”, the artwork can almost be said to be in 

the title. The documenting serves a different purpose. The lines between all 

these categorizations is blurred. 

In Dion’s case, the process, witnessed first hand by the public is  the 

artwork. And the display of the objects collected constitutes a second artwork. 
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Again, the notion of documenting becomes vague, as  if the objects eventually 

displayed documented the process of the archeological dig. 

In the case of a lecture, the question needs to be posed of whether the 

art is the interviewing of scientists and collecting of information (on failures), 

the performance lecture (i.e. at the time of delivery) or the edited video 

recorded during the lecture, or maybe the documenting of the interviews. Is 

only one of these the art object or can more than one become art? 

II. Communicating science

1. The scientific lecture

“If you canʼt blow ʼem away, dazzle ʼem with style” (Anholt6)

As part of the scientific inquiry, a scientist is expected to communicate 

his findings to the others. This means first his co-workers if any, peers in the 

same field, and the wider scientific community. The purpose of the 

communication is two-fold: for the audience to evaluate the validity of the 

research and, once approved, for the dissemination of the information. The 

lecture is one of the platforms used for such communication. A lecture is 

defined as  “a discourse given before an audience or class especially for 

instruction” in the Merriem-Webster dictionary. The lecture is the medium of 

choice for communicating knowledge, among scholars  and in teaching 

settings. Coupled with critical reading, and discussion, they form the 

backbone of learning at university. In the specific setting of academia, the 

lecture, seminar or presentation is used for scholars to present their research 

to their peers. The scientists use such presentation for communicating their 
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results throughout their academic career. The presentation can take the form 

of a “poster presentation”, where the junior scientist will stand next to his 

poster, ready to present the information to a small audience (sometimes made 

of only one). It can take the form of a short talk (up to 10 minutes), usually for 

an informed audience requiring no introduction to the subject. Lectures proper 

will vary in length and in depth depending on whether the public is a lay 

public, a public of peers, of specialists or other scientists. Standing between 

the informal discussion in the laboratory and the more complete peer-

reviewed academic paper, the lecture aims at convincing the public of recent 

findings and will traditionally contain information about the latest findings of 

the speaker placed within the context of his or her field. The aim of the lecture 

being to convey information convincingly but objectively, the speaker is 

advised to follow a number of rules  that will allow the public to objectively 

judge his method and assess his results7. 

Recent advances in technologies have meant that the support for the 

lecture has evolved from blackboard to static slides  to animated PowerPoint 

presentations. It has also meant that the public is  more informed, has a 

shorter attention span and used to internet-format delivery of information, 

including the right to comment on or modify the content. This has lead to 

specific lecture formats such as seen on the Ted website8, where speakers 

address a diverse but highly educated crowd and have exactly 18 minutes to 

deliver their story and convince the audience of their point.
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At the same time as many universities deplore the shunning of lectures 

by students  (citing the arrival of the Web 2.0 which allows for instant response 

and participation in discussion rather than passive intake of information), the 

lecture as a means of 

“exchange of scientific information through verbal communication is 
becoming increasingly more important as an effective way of finding 
out “whatʼs going on” 9.

So, scientists are expected to deliver themselves the result of their 

research to peers. What about communicating to the larger public? Although 

scientists themselves sometimes will give lectures to lay audiences, it is 

usually the job of science journalists to communicate the information to the 

general public. Science for the general public needs to convince using 

different techniques, more akin to advertising, and the use of metaphor. This 

requires a different set of skills  and vision that most scientists are happy to 

relinquish to the able journalist.

However, nothing convinces the public as much as a real scientist 

talking about his  data. Hence the extensive, if highly controlled, use of token 

scientists in such documentaries as seen on the Discovery Chanel for 

example.
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Illustration II.3 Still from ‘Clash of the Dinosaurs”, Discovery Chanel10

Here we can see that adding a “face” to the voice, coupled with a name 

and title, as  well as a scientific-looking background is what makes  this  popular 

video convincing. It plays on the public’s idea that “you can trust a scientist”. 

This  is  quite distinct from the aims of a symposium, peer-to-peer lecture, 

where although the basic finding and some of the arguments might be the 

same, the information will only be willingly received if the method appears to 

be valid.

2. The method and the discourse: ‘pataphysics

“ʻPataphysical rigor arises from the application of reason to a 
completely irrational hypothesis. We know folklorically for example, 
that if you drop a cat, it always lands on its feet. We also know 
folklorically that if you drop a piece of buttered toast, the toast 
always falls butter-side down. These are just ironic bits of folk 
wisdom: they are not scientific facts. What if we were to pretend, 
however, that they were scientific facts, that they were axiomatically 
true? Well, ʻpataphysics suggests that you could, in fact, build a 
perpetual motion machine by tying, to the back of a cat, a piece of 
toast with the butter side out—and then dropping this object from a 
height. The object would spin forever in midair. A ʻpataphysical 
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argument, like this one, takes a set of nonsensical principles, but 
uses reason to argue from these principles to some kind of 
surprising conclusion—one intended to do nothing more than 
generate ideas.”11

The lecture as  a framework raises certain expectations for its content, 

namely scientific information of novel origin and original analysis. Naturally, 

here, ‘pataphysics coupled with the appropriate scientific technical language 

can become the lecture.

‘Pataphysics was first introduced by Alfred Jarry12  in his play Ubu Roi in 

1931. It has then been used by poets (Raymond Queneau13), philosophers 

(Jean Baudrillard14 ) and artists (Marcel Duchamp in “3 Standard Stoppages” 

1913 , Joseph Beuys in “Fat Battery”, 1963) to name a few. In each case, the 

‘pataphysical argument has a slightly different meaning but it always 

introduces an element of surreal or absurd, while keeping in with some logic. 

The strength of ‘pataphysics is that it can be used in different media resulting 

in similar effect. In sculpture, it relies on placing next to each other objects 

that you would not normally associate with each other and then connecting 

them using some post-hoc logic. The technique works with images and 

eventually with words and ideas. ‘Pataphysics essentially relies on extreme 

logic that the artist produces. Because of the absence of rules that 

‘pataphysics must comply to, or rather the fact that rules are being made up 
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as you go along, absurd ideas can be made acceptable. Each small 

incremental steps between the arguments relies on reason. The human mind 

can therefore easily be fooled into obtaining a surreal response to a simple 

question... something scientists are used to in their everyday experimenting.

3. The scientist as an artist 

An act can be deemed experimental not relative to its success or 
failure, but when its resolution is unknown. John Cage

Once the scientist strays from the rigid frame of thought governed by the 

laws of physics, chemistry or biology being studied, credibility is affected. 

However, the content of the scientist’s  discourse may not necessarily be false, 

only reaching a different level of language. Scientists  are expected to be 

objective and in that sense refrain from using metaphors, but they will have to 

recognise that their discourse is often based on metaphor, as physicist Niels 

Bohr put it: “When it comes to atoms, language can be used only as in poetry. 

The poet too is not nearly so concerned with describing facts as with creating 

images”.

The popular notion is that science and art are two very different fields. 

However, a little bit of historical research will show that a large majority of 

successful scientists are also artists in their own right (for example, see the 

Art and Science Collaboration website15). The fact that the reverse might not 

hold true is probably due to the arcane of the scientific world rather than a 

significant observation. Most artists are great inventors and experimenters - 

they just can’t follow the modern publication constraints, where science 
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cannot be made by amateurs like it was until the second world war16. 

Leonardo Da Vinci is the most obvious and famous example but by no means 

the only one.

In between the “serious”, government-funded science which gets 

reported in respected journals17  and the popular and not always accurate 

science reported in many TV shows sometimes of dubious quality18, there is a 

niche where scientists can indulge in less-serious, but no less “real” science. 

Some examples are the IgNoble Prize19  (given for research that first makes 

you laugh, then makes you think), Bad Science20  (Which usually reports on 

how science can be misinterpreted by the public to mean the opposite of what 

was intended) or even the writings of French poet George Perec, such as 

“Experimental Demonstration of the Tomatotopic Organization in the Cantatrix 

sopranica L”21.

These are distinct from popular science programs such as 

MythBusters22, in that they do not set out to make science spectacular, but 

find poetry in the everyday science, sometimes with surprising results not at 

the end, but in the process of making it. There is poetry in the making of 

science, but very little place in our current society to express it.
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So, here I would like to argue that a scientist that pursues their own 

logic, without concern for the established pressure of having their results 

published, in a single-minded and objective manner, can become an artist. It 

is the extreme at which they push all that makes it art. 

Conclusion

Whereas Dion aims at questioning how his objects got in the exhibition 

and by which process they were classified, my lectures aim at carrying the 

gaze of the public on scientific objects  not usually studied but present and 

necessary nevertheless to the functioning of science. Dion’s  readymade 

surprise us by the use that is made of them, their reframing from junk to 

scientific objects. It is where they were found in the first place and how they 

got exhibited that is unusual. The readymade that I exploit, the scientific 

failures, stem from a similar process of “dredging”, but it is  their subsequent 

treatment that is different. The information contained within each objects 

rather than their classification is what is being analyzed in the subsequent 

work (the lecture).

By reference to Alÿs’ treatment of the non-object, the “talking about 

failure” can be described as a “Fairy Tale”. Failures  do not lead to tangible 

objects. They are narratives. And as such, they can be compared to some of 

Alÿs‘ narratives, where things of small importance can become important if 

you talk about them - how you engineer the public / audience to talk about 

them is what the work is about.

Finally, ‘pataphysics as a method can be applied to the analysis of these 

strange scientific objects, grounding failures as both tangible and conceptual 

objects at once, and reconciling science with poetry in a way that will attract 
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the public’s attention, eventually making the viewer think about the content as 

an alternative way of seeing the world. 
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Visual Documentation 2

1. Preliminary works: preparatory works for the videos.

Figure II.1Setting up shelves to use the studio as laboratory and stage for the 
videos.
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Figure II.2 “Generating Failures” 
Photograph of setup and video still, 1 minute. 
Exploring ways of representing the results obtained from the data which 
states that “the more science you make, the more failures you produce”. 
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2. Resolved works 

a. The lectures

Figure II. 3 “Failomics, using Failures to predict the future”, a semi-pubic lecture by 
invitation.Still from the recorded lecture, Poster for the lecture (Digital print, 29.7 cm x 
42cm). Abstract flyer (A5) distributed at the start of the lecture. 
Presented at LASALLE College of the art on the 22nd of February 2010.

Abstract

Failomics: Using Failures To Scientifically  Predict 
The Future
by Dr. Isabelle Desjeux, 

The field of Failomics has recently  gained 
momentum with a new Institute being created in 
Singapore. The history of the field is a short one as 
it was funded only a few years ago, but research 
has been gaining momentum with new species of 
failures being discovered daily. We find that most 
failures are undetectable and our failures screen of 
the scientific cycle was not saturated as some 
pathways had more hits than others. However, we 
find that we can easily classify Reliquum in a 
number of subspecies unambiguously, and that the 
number of failures in a lab is above average. Our 
research also shows that large numbers of failures 
are generated in the process of doing science. Our 
preliminary results do not allow us to predict 
unequivocally  the future of science, despite a 
promising failure being uncovered in the process of 
doing this research.

Monday, February 22, 2010
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Figure II. 4 “The evolutionary argument for Reliquum”. Performative lecture, 
performed for 2nd assessment. Still from documentary video, 5 minutes  and 
accompanying abstract (2010).
In this lecture, using supporting slides re-appropriated from the internet, the scientist 
gives a convincing argument for why Reliquum sc, despite being frustrating and 
hindering the advancement of science, has been evolutionarily so successful and 
remained in the laboratories.

Distilling Failure
a lecture by Dr Isabelle Desjeux

Introducing the speaker: Dr Isabelle Desjeux is a 
molecular biologist specializing in studying scientific 
objects that are rarely  seen under the microscope or in 
the electrophoresis lanes.

Following in the footsteps of "Failomics, the lecture", this 
lecture attempts to evaluate the role of evolution in 
shaping science and keeping the ratio of failure to 
success so high.

Abstract
Failures, or Reliquum sc., in the form of rejected 
manuscripts, failed experiments and unfinished projects 
have been observed to be breeding extensively in 
laboratories where science is conducted1. This points to a 
possible evolutionary advantage, or high fitness of the 
species. Reliquum usually result in loss of material and 
time in the laboratories breeding them, seemingly 
contradicting this fitness. By using novel technologies to 
analyse failures, this study points to a possible reason for 
the high fitness observed, linking it ecologically  to the 
rare species of Profectus.

Wednesday, April 28, 2010

1 Isabelle Desjeux “Characterization of a novel endemic species, 
Reliquum sc.”, unpublished lecture, 2009.
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b. The Educational Videos

Figure II.5.a Chalk Talk”, Stills from video, 2 minutes. Cinematography by Russell 
Morton (2010)

Figure II.5.b ”Grow Your Own Failure”, Stills from video, 1 minute 50 sec. 
Cinematography by Russell Morton (2010)
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Figure II.5.c ”Distilling Failures”, Stills from video, 1 minute 46 sec. Cinematography 
by Russell Morton (2010)

Figure II.5.d ”How To Never Fail”, Stills from video, 2 minutes. Cinematography by 
Russell Morton (2010)
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Figure II.5 e Photograph documenting the video set-up.
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Paper 3 

Practice: from interviews to lectures and from ideas to narratives.

“Describe an environment by what it rejects”. How can such a thing be 

done? This is  the task I had set myself, to describe the making of science by 

its mistakes. Painters  look at their subject and describe it with their brush, 

thereby putting down on canvas their interpretation of the subject. Such was 

my objective, except that the subject was not an object, and paint did not 

seem a suitable medium. However, as a guideline, I kept at the forefront of my 

mind the metaphor of painters wanting to show through their paintings how 

they see the world.

In this chapter, I explore the questions that arose as the works 

developed. The chapter is divided into five parts, first illustrating the three 

practices that I have undertaken throughout this study. Namely, I explore how 

my work came to take the shape of performance lectures, educational videos 

and mocumentary. In all these, the underlying theme is  narrative, and different 

modes of story-telling and communicating are explored. Starting with the 

general question of “What is  the role of failure in the making of science?”, I let 

the research guide the practice, and started experimenting. In the last two 

parts, I explore the character telling the stories in my artworks before looking 

into the direction my work will take from now on.

I.  From interviews to lecture

1.  Collecting data in the field

The starting point of the research involved collecting data in the field. 

This  meant interviewing scientists about their failures. This direct approach 
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allowed me to get an insight into how science is being made. It also forces the 

scientists interviewed to re-evaluate their projects.

There is a certain thrill at the idea of interacting with people. During this 

time, I have to explain my project to many people. The interview is open-

ended, and led by the interviewee. This  allows  me to be receptive and form 

my ideas according to the discussion.

2.  Starting discussions

The discussion about the notion of “failure” goes on. The scientists  I 

speak to about this  project seem excited by the idea that a scientific study will 

uncover some hidden truth. Actually, most of them are already convinced of 

the ineluctable role of failing in advancing research, and are happy to share 

their insights  for an official project. I start to feel like artist Francis Alÿs must 

feel when his story is  becoming an urban myth1. I develop an understanding 

for why I find these failures interesting and how they are connected to the 

scientific cycle. It is  through conversations and having to explain the project to 

scientists, engineers and artists that the medium becomes clear...

" " " " " I don a suit 
" " " " " " " I take my academic tone

the slide-show takes no time to put together since I’ve done it before as 

a scientist. I do my first presentation to a small selected audience. 

3.  The lecture

The idea to give a lecture comes almost naturally after a few attempts at 

making objects inspired by the stories scientists told me (See figure I.3, p.15).
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I was not satisfied by the outcome, mostly because of the displacement 

of the story told. From then on, it is  time to adjust the clock and understand 

how this exciting new medium works. I spend time watching how others 

present, talk, deliver, mostly through on-line videos. As I plan a public 

performative lecture within the confines  of the Art school, I face a number of 

questions with regards to this new (to me) art form. A talk has to be positioned 

respective of the public who comes to listen to it, whether it be formal 

scientific or popular. In all cases however, the scientific logic has to be 

apparent. This is  the magic (short for magnificient logic) I want to show the 

world. The content of the talk has to follow the scientific argument followed by 

the experimenter. By choosing a ‘pataphysical type of argument to analyse 

the raw data and to produce a scientific argument, the public is left wondering 

whether the lecture is really science or not.

The very first lecture consisted of simply putting together my research: I 

collected examples of rejection given to me and tried to find a trend, and a 

purpose. The lecture was given with no artifice and presented in the same 

way I would have presented my scientific findings when I was still working in a 

lab. From the second lecture onward, however, there came some questions 

relating to giving a science performative lecture.

a. What message(s) do I want to communicate?

Through these lectures, the goal is multifold. I want the public to start 

thinking about failures  as an important part of any project. I want them to 

wonder about whether they are in “the right room”. I want them to feel that the 

lecture itself might be a failure, but it must be a brilliant one. Not one where 

their senses are switched off through boredom, but one where they keep on 
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asking themselves what this really is. Ultimately, I want to create an 

experience where they will be wondering and want to discuss the topic among 

themselves.

b.  Who is the public?

Of course, no matter what the topic, a talk has to fit its  audience. The 

talk being an artistic form of a scientific talk, the ideal public would be a 

scientific or science-educated public. My first lecture, entitled “Failomics, 

Using Failures to Predict the Future” was performed three times, in different 

settings. In each case, the lecture was slightly modified to accommodate 

different publics. The first time it was performed, it consisted of a small 

audience of artists (in the studio, as part of my first assessment). The second 

time (in the Art School’s lecture theatre2) (Figure III.2), the public consisted of 

a mixed audience of artists and scientists. Finally, the third time it was 

performed (at TEDx Biopolis3), the talk was wedged among other talks  aimed 

at a general but educated public. Because the location was Biopolis, I 

expected a majority of scientists, and other highly educated general public, in 

any case, certainly not artists coming to hear an art talk. 

In each case, the reaction was different, according to the expectation of 

the public. It seems like people not expecting science easily “switch off” the 

moment a graph appears  on screen. The only way to bring back this public is 

to use “down to earth” images that they can grasp, such as the picture of the 

laboratory mouse (See figure III.3). On the other hand, scientists are 

uncomfortable having scientific facts  used in a different way from “classical 
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science”, and will turn away from what they then call with disdain “pseudo-

science”. In the end, it is  through using artifices alternatively from science or 

from art that the public is made to come back to the presentation, which is 

nothing else than looking at science through the magnifying glass of failures. 

Figure III.2 Talking about failures to scientists and artists (LASALLE College of the 
Arts, Feb. 22, 2010)

c. What content?

As described above, my first lecture only contained the result of my 

research. The logic is pushed to the extreme to emphasize the topic of the 

scientific method. In the lectures so far, the lecture was always aimed at 

scientists, so the content is scientific failures. The content is  always oscillating 

between fact and fiction, in a way that mimics the way science is  made in the 

labs. However, as I present the talk at a variety of venues, the content will 

vary with the public. So, for a presentation in an art setting, the scientific 

presentation should be diverted to present an analysis of failures in the artistic 

context, using artistic examples now instead of scientific. 

As I struggle to present my analysis of failure to the public, it becomes 

obvious that the word “failure” has to be hidden as much as possible as its 

repetition hinders  the perception of the lecture as a whole. I therefore refer to 
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failures through their latin name, “Reliquum”, and avoid any direct reference to 

the word.

Working through the talk, I try to stay on the edge. This means 

intercalating scientific figure with dense content with lighter figures more 

“down to earth” and instantly interpretable by the public (Figure III.3). Most of 

the figures used in the presentation are recycled from obscure papers, from 

scientist interviews or from the internet, sometimes barely transformed: there 

is  no need to “create” new data, it is  important that the presentation be based 

on real and existing data, highlighting the importance of “old” versus “new”.

Figure III.3 A subset of slides from the talk “The Evolutionary Argument for 
Reliquum”

d. What form?

As I matured as a performer, I came to realise that the content is not 

enough. The delivery is important too, and that means more than just knowing 
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your presentation thoroughly and having practiced it or than choosing a 

person in the audience and addressing them. As I revisited some old “rules” 

given to me as a presenting scientist4, I realised I had to follow some and 

throw some away. Since the lectures all relate to failure too, my behaviour on 

stage must reflect the content of the lecture... this can only come from 

experience, where I might acknowledge feeling nervous for example.

So, in the following small table, I have compiled some of the semiofficial 

rules that scientists  abide by, together with some unwritten cultural habits 

observed among them. In the second column, I have written some of my own 

rules. Not all columns are filled because not all have been resolved yet.

Scientist Scientific performer

Slides Do not overshadow the content 
of your rules by using gimicky 
slides. Keep them clean and 
simple.

Magic is what you are looking 
for. If the slides are nice 
enough, then maybe the viewer 
will be on the edge, eager with 
the anticipation of what the 
next slide will bring, whatever 
the content. Distraction is ok.

Delivery Speak in a slow and deliberate 
voice so that all can hear you 
and understand you. Didactic 
tone is encouraged.

Alternate tones. Confusion is 
allowed. Moving from didactic 
to homely tone might create an 
interesting feeling in the 
audience. Experiment.

Hand movement / Body 
language

None specified. Keep it 
minimal. Be yourself, learn to 
control your nerves.

Recommended, to make the 
body of the performer become 
a point of focus. Body 
language should be exagerated.

Dress Depending on the situation, a 
suit or a casual T-shirt and 
jeans.

This might stay the same. 
Keeping some of the 
appearance the same as in a 
traditional lecture helps ground 
the lecture as something “real”

Setting A lecture theatre, a meeting 
room, or a lab meeting room 
(progress report)

A lecture theatre, or a museum 
room, an art school room.
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Scientist Scientific performer

Length Usually set. Shorter talks for 
less experienced speakers. Do 
not waffle on, keep it tight. 
Leave time for questions.

As short as possible, depending 
on the venue. Consider making 
it longer as you become more 
experienced. No questions.

e. Outcome: The Scientific lecture as art

Now, it seems like I am building an alternative world where studying the 

anatomy, the embryology or the evolution of a failure is nothing stranger than 

studying how the legs of a cockroach regenerate: get facts and slowly build a 

picture of what is happening. I am now keeping at the back of my mind all the 

rules of this world as I describe it further. It is not enough to invent what we 

donʼt know. The knowledge has to be consistent. There is a fine line between 

absurd and nonsense, and I know that if I cross the line into nonsense I will 

loose my public (scientists will call it “pseudoscience” and loose patience, 

general public will get bored if they come to doubt any of the facts). I will also 

loose my public if I tread on the wrong side of the logical / absurd line. So, 

now I am building my world in between these 2 boundaries, and thinking 

about more extraordinary  stories that can come out of this world, ready to be 

acted out.

II.  From ideas to narratives

In parallel to the interviews, I also looked into the literature for or by 

scientists, about all manners  of rejections. A more specific definition of 

“failure” was sought. Throughout this  research, new ideas emerged on the 

variety of angles one can take to look at such a theoretical / epistemological 

object. Soon, there were too many varied ideas and directions for them all to 

be incorporated into a lecture. Having watched many videos as a means to 
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understand performance, I became intrigued by the medium. I decided to try 

my hand at making short videos.

1.  Developing ideas.

Inevitably, after talking to scientists about their work, and more 

specifically how things sometimes don’t work, I had many new ideas about the 

position of failure in building and running projects. This  often led to “one-

liners”: simple ideas stretching what scientists had just told me or sometimes 

the accepted wisdom. Developing these ideas into images was a matter of 

“thinking logically”, i.e. to the absurd. Sometimes filling in information if there 

was none relevant. As I gathered these single pieces of paper, full scripts 

developed in my head, like little stories, explaining concepts. Playing with the 

notion that failures feel like they lead to nothing but are very different from 

doing nothing, I decided to exaggerate the steps in my didactic 

demonstrations.

2.  Writing scripts.

The scripts  were developed like ‘pataphysical arguments. They were 

also written spontaneously, rapidly to keep some “freshness” to the arguments 

developed. For the same reason, I decided to keep the scripts  short to 

approximately one minute. The tension is caused by the discrepancy between 

the highly technical and the ordinary everyday. Sometimes the language is 

technical, sometimes it is down to earth. What holds the film together is the 

promise of a thread that the experimenter is  following. Everyone knows the 

chute is coming without really knowing what it is.
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3.  Filming

Once I had the first script, I tried it instantly. The set, I decided, should be 

a reminder of where these failures occur, namely the lab. It was a simple shot, 

done on my own where I talk to the camera while going through the set of 

instructions. After playing around with basic editing and voice-overs, I decided 

I needed to try what the same thing looked like when filmed more 

professionally. So the filming was done in collaboration with a film student 

whose work I know. Russell Morton likes to infuse magic in his  films5. I left the 

lighting and sound to him. This was meant to be experimental again.

The first difference that I noticed was that in order to make a “tight” film, 

we have to have many takes. So, my improvised-type of talking to the camera 

was inefficient. I also found that it was different from performing. I was now 

“acting”. Getting into the skin of this scientist giving advice to teenagers about 

how to deal with failures felt very different from stepping on stage to give a 

lecture. The spontaneity of the performance was lost. However, a more 

attractive-looking film was produced. The difficulty with these films relies on 

remembering the theme as I talk: since I am talking about failures in the 

making of science and I am demonstrating this  in a science laboratory, I must 

not hide my own failures... Without at the same time falling into the easy way 

of “doing nothing”. Failure is only interesting if it results from much hard work, 

and this is what I try to illustrate (Figure III. 4)
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Figure III.4 Synopsis of the “Distill Your Own Failure” video (1ʼ46”)

4.  Analysis and further films

After finishing a series of 4 mini-films, and editing them, and leaving 

them for a while, I could then look back on them. It seems now that the notion 

of failure is not “felt” enough in the actions  of the presenter, but is too present 

in the script. This results  in a film that is too didactic and not subtle enough. 

Those were useful as drafts, and I can now revisit them. As I become more 

experienced in performing, and understand the workings  of the video, I will 

take the information that I have learnt and work on my next film. 

5. The website
Finally, both the lectures and the educational videos are hosted on a 

website entitled “Failomics”6. The website gives information on the new field, 

as well as related fields. It aims to inform the public on where the next talk 
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might be happening and insights  into “novel” failures. I developed the website 

as a complement to the lecture, as a means of lending authority to the field. 

One of the informations purposely left out of the website is any reference to a 

single person administering the website (myself), leaving open the possibility 

that it might be administered by an institution.

III.  Using a narrative to illustrate a failure

After experimenting with video, I decided to use the medium to illustrate 

a specific failure in science: the failure to communicate. This time, I wanted to 

use the narrative potential of film. This represents  a conceptual leap, since 

this  time, the narrative is not based on a real, collected failure, but on 

understanding this kind of failure. I went on to make a 6-minute mocumentary 

entitled “Buang, the lost Malay scientist”.

1.  The conceptual frame.

The mocumentary is a fictional documentary about a real character: 

Buang Bin Mohammed Ali, the Malay assistant of Russel Wallace in his 

journey throught he Malay Archipellago. It relies on the fact that this character 

has really existed, but we know nothing about him. The first stages involved 

much research. Namely, finding out all I could about Buang in the books 

written during his lifetime. In the same way as for a historical novel, all the 

facts historical, geographical and scientific relating to him have to be known. 

This  meant looking at science in the 19th Century in Europe, looking at Malay 

or Orang Asli traditional medicine, the relationship between British and locals, 

and researching Wallace’s travels in the Malay Archipelago7.
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2.  Making the mocumentary

In order to make the character come alive, the “mocumentary” must be 

as close to real life as possible. The filming again is  left to Russell Morton. I 

decide to play the narrator, telling exactly what I have found. I base the 

building of the mocumentary on the documentaries of David Attenborough8. 

His air of quiet confidence makes the viewer believe everything that he tells 

us. I try to emulate him not in the tone of the voice but in the sincerity of caring 

about the topic at hand, and being a “specialist”.  

3.  Refining the movie

Decisions had to be made during the movie as to the language, the 

characters interviewed, the locations, and how much of the findings should be 

shown. Some decisions came out of necessity, some were planned. Overall, 

the emphasis was kept on highlighting by direct and indirect means how one 

can be blind to someone else’s findings just because one is  not really looking. 

In the film, this discrepancy is  exaggerated by talking only about Buang and 

not about Wallace. Most of the film is shot as a re-telling of a story. 

Authenticity is  achieved by having people of authority or people who had a 

close connection to him talk about Buang.

4.  With the movie, an installation and a lecture

Where should the movie be presented? How should it be presented so 

that it achieves what I had set out to achieve, namely to make the viewers 

ponder lost scientists in general? The film, I decided, should be viewed as 

part of a larger display, acting as a teaser. It should also be made clear at the 
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beginning that the character is mostly fictional, even though there is ample 

evidence being presented that he was really a scientist. This is  to avoid the 

public loosing interest in the character or the message, once they detect an 

anomaly proving that the documentary is really a mocumentary.

a. The installation

There would be on one side a display of artefacts, grounding the reality 

of the character. For this  purpose, I have designed a batik with motifs 

representing the results of Buang’s research (Figure III.5). It points  to the fact 

that Buang would have been aware of mitosis  more than 50 years before it 

was published. Other artefacts involve some of Buang’s purported notebooks 

(Figure III.6). Those contain drawings that I have made, inspired by current 

articles found in scientific journals9.  Finally, there are the few references (real) 

found in books and letters by Wallace or his  contemporaries. All these 

artefacts , through a playful subterfuge, suggest that Buang knew more about 

twentieth-century science than Wallace did.
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Figure III.5 Two of Buang’s batiks (to be commissioned)
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Figure III. 6 Extract from Buang’s notebooks

b.  The lecture

On the other side, there would also be a lecture. The lecture aims at two 

things. First, to make clear which part of the story is  invented (but theoretically 

not impossible). It is important that the viewer not be distracted by whether the 

character existed or not, so that his mind would rather be busy pondering the 

consequences of a stereotype on the advancement of a “neutral” and “all-

encompassing” science. Second, it can fill in details that the documentary 

doesn’t have time to address, or update on the development of the study of 

Buang’s  documents.... Such a lecture was presented to a small gathering of 

artists (September 2010 at LASALLE College of the Arts, in the studio). A 

lecture in the National History Museum is now planned, for this purpose. 
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IV. Defining Dr Isabelle Desjeux

As part of the practice described above, comes a question: “Who is 

Isabelle Desjeux?”. The question comes because in all 3 practices, I can be 

seen in the artwork. I am at the same time the scientist giving a talk, the 

scientist doing the experiment, the director of the Buang story, and the anchor 

in the story and the lecturer.

This  was not obvious to me at first, but the character keeps re-

appearing. She is at once a researcher, a director and a narrator, laying bare 

the 3 aspects  of being an artist. Here, part of the way my art functions is by 

keeping the authenticity. As I lecture, I am really a scientist, I bring up my 

memories of having given talks as a scientist. This is also how I get invited at 

scientific institutions, using the network built as  a scientist. I present lectures I 

have written myself. When I am an anchor for the Buang story, I am directly 

telling a story I have researched and written myself. So, there may be many 

invented parts in the stories, but the one delivering the stories is never fake. 

Because the talks take place in reputed institutions in art and outside art, 

this  gives them an air of authority and authenticity. In time, these talks 

themselves become references for me to be invited to infiltrate a wider variety 

of venues.

V. Further Direction

Now comes the question of “what happens next”. As the questions have 

been rolled out, and have started to be resolved with tentative artworks to be 

exhibited, more questions have appeared. Now, decisions have to be made 

as to what questions to pursue and how. The theme of Failures as 

Epistemological Objects  has barely been scratched and there lies a goldmine 
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- returning to the interviews is  a very attractive option. The focus can be 

shifted on the “here and now” with the hope that collecting failures  as they 

happen, visualising the “raw” failures, will create something new in science as 

well as in art, as they are being made. This in turn will be fodder for new talks 

and new videos, eventually making the website grow and the speaker invited 

to speak to larger audience. Ultimately, more people would be discussing 

failure as an option, and that is the aim of my art.

Conclusion

Throughout this year and a half, I have been looking for a way to paint 

something unwanted. I have tried to make an image (or a sculpture, 

something static) that would appeal to viewers in such a way that they would 

say “it’s a failure” when they first saw it..and still be attracted to it. A few 

months on, this question still haunts me because I haven’t come up with a 

perfect solution. 

So, in this sense, this work is a failure - however, not a desperate failure, 

only a failure in that I haven’t attained the declared goal on time. I shall 

continue researching and finding out exactly what it is  a failure looks like, and 

then render it with my own means. 
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Appendix I: The trajectory from Interviews to lecture

a. First interviews: open interviews.
b. First sculptures: do something
c. First failures: nothing fits
d. Writing about it: research simplifies the question
e. First “a-ha!”: everything seems to fit.
f. Second doubt: is that all?
g. Moving forward: a specific example of a failure: Communication (from there 

on, I have abandoned the specific failures collected in the interviews, in 
order to move on to describing “categories” of failures. This sometimes 
comes back to haunt me: how can anything be authentic when you toss 
away the only tangible object you had and replace it with the bag which 
contains them all?)

h. Inventing a story
i. Researching the historical background and context to place the invented 

story in.
j. Research on different modes of communication; Exploration on the use of 

those different modes of communication using content based on my own, 
“alternative” research.

k. Doubts: importance of the “authentic”
l. Doubts 2: what is “authentic”?
m. Doubts 3 (recurrent): Is it art?
n. “Practice is about finding something to do that fits your question and doing 

it over and over”. Is it? Why do I keep  on asking questions but never seem 
to solve any as an “object”?

o. Does the final artwork have to be an “object?”
p. What is an “object”?
q. If it doesnʼt have to be an object, what can it be?
r. What is failure? Recurrent question, evolving answer
s. Raise the possibility that the interviews were the artwork in the first place.
t. Raise the question of documenting (how to?)
u. Raise the question of documenting (can the document be the work of art?)
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v. Is my talk on failure science? Is it sociology? If it is rejected by both, does it 
immediately make it a work of art?

w.What “milieu” do I come from and am I framing the work in?
x. Am I creating a new “milieu”? 
y. Is my milieu the “3rd Culture” / ”4th Culture” described by CP Snow/John 

Bro?
z. Explain “failomics”. Relation of failures to each other just like “proteomics” 

and “genomics” take science research one step further.
aa. Importance of cross-discipline interactions. Across arts and outside art.
bb. Where are my questions going? Did my confusion and my inability  to 

produce an “objet dʼart”, i.e. my “failure” lead to my giving a talk on failure?
cc.Where do I go from there? Realisation that the Performance Lecture 

cannot exist on its own but is part of a wider research. The other projects 
started can serve as “maturation device” so that the lecture can be 
revisited.
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Appendix II: the trajectory from notes to educational videos

a. Gather single ideas on notes. Sometimes with a drawing, sometimes 
without. 

b.  Develop  idea using “ultimate logic”, or “reasoning by the absurd” or 
ʻPataphysics

c. Soon, narratives emerge, in order to explain the few words on the note.
d. If these are “stories”, I must find out how a good story-teller tells his story
e. Go find out
f. Realise that this becomes the realm of “popular science”: in a scientific 

conference, the story is often lost, to the profit of “facts”. In a conference to 
non-specialists, this is not possible anymore if you want to keep your public 
awake, you have to use ancient story-telling techniques.

g. Take out a video and shoot a simple “lecture”: myself in my studio-lab 
space explaining one single idea about failure at the time.

h. Content: slightly metaphoric, following b.
i. Immediately  emerges the question of: what is the difference between a 

“live” performance and a “taped” single-shot performance.
j. The quality being not good enough, I request the help from a film student 

(as luck might have it, my “student” turns out to be very professional).
k. Shooting four short videos with said student. I understand the huge 

difference between a single performance and a film performance. As I 
repeat my lines over and over to get “the perfect shot”, the focus moves 
from “failure” to “perfection”. I forget to think about the neglected takes. 

l. Can videos about “failure” be too polished?
m. I show the alternative videos to a number of viewers. “raw” vs. 

“professional”. Although the raw is closer to “authentic”, the bad quality of 
the tape in general distracts from the content.

n. Since the 4 videos were well received, I decided to shoot another 2 to 
complete the series and to be able to choose among the “best”. This time, 
everything is too slick. Something is lost - apart from the fact that the 
lighting was not replicated.
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o.  How do I move on from these videos? I need to let them rest and move on 
to a different type of communication.
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Appendix III from Cultural Blindness to Buang the Documentary

a. Among all the “failures” categorized earlier, take a specific look at “failure to 
communicate”. 

b. Define what it is and what it isnʼt. Define boundaries.
c. While talking about it, come up with an example. A hypothetical example.
d. Refine the example: make it into a “story”
e. Decide to ground the story in the local context
f. Appearance of “Buang”
g. Start collecting and making artifacts that would bring Buang to life
h. Research into the historical context. Research into story-telling
i. Film: attraction of the medium, since I have used it previously.
j. Letʼs make it a documentary
k. Continue to collect artifacts. Difficulties in defining exactly what Buang 

would have wanted to communicate but would have failed to. 
l. How realistic does it have to be for the public to get drawn into the story?
m. Question of authenticity: I am very clear that this work is comparable to a 

historical novel: the context has to be believable, but I do not intend the 
viewer to question the authenticity of the character (we all know heʼs not 
real).

n. the goal of the piece is to make the public understand that it is the gap 
between culture that can make one culture blind to the other. This then 
raises the question of the objectivity of science.

o. How do I make sure this is the message in my “Buang” exhibit?
p. How much can I direct the public?
q.  How will the Buang story be presented? Is a 5-min documentary enough? 

Do I want to include artifacts? Are the artifacts to be included next to the 
film? Is the film just one part of the display, is this turning into a museum 
type of display?
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Visual Documentation 3 

1. Resolved Works

a. Buang Documentary
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Figure III.1 “Buang, The Lost Malay Scientist”, stills from video mocumentary, 6 
minutes. Collaboration with Rubin Hashim (music and talent) and Russell Morton 
(cinematography and editing).
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b. Performative Lectures

Figure III.2 Poster for TEDx Biopolis talk. Title: “Failomics”, a performative lecture 
given among serious lectures on such varied topics as the neuroscience of 
perception and the role of telomeres in sleeping disease. 

Figure III. 3 Stills from “Failomics, a Novel Science”, a performative lecture 
presented on the 22nd of November 2010 at Temasek Life Sciences Laboratory, 
NUS, Singapore.

Biopolis
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c. Objects and videos created as part of Scientific Urban 

Myths research

Figure III.4 “Science as a Strange Biological Object”. Recycled manuscripts and 
photographs, acrylic, sticker, metal rod and heritage wood. (photography by Rubin 
Hashim). Exhibited as part of Tropical Lab, ICA Gallery,Sept 30 - Oct 12, 2010. 
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Figure III.5 “The Machine that never Fails”, wood, metal plastic tubing and feather, 
dimensions variable, and Digital print , 29.7 cm x 42 cm. (Photography by Rubin 
Hashim). Exhibited as part of Tropical Lab, ICA Gallery,Sept30 - Oct 12, 2010
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Figure III.6 “Believe I and II”. Video, 2 minutes. Collaboration with Yusuf Ismail. 
Exhibited as part of Tropical Lab, ICA Gallery,Sept30 - Oct 12, 2010
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d. Objects and Drawings:“Laboratory of ‘Pataphysics”

Figure III.7 “Analysis of the content of Reliquum by distillation and HPLC”, Poster, 
60 cm x 42 cm, digital print. Exhibited as part of the “Laboratory of ‘Pataphysics” 
installation in the 4:12 , MAFA Group show ICA Galleries, Nov 27- Dec 12 2010.

ANALYSIS OF THE CONTENT OF 
RELIQUUM BY DISTILLATION AND HPLC
Isabelle Desjeux, Molecular Institute of Technology, Singapore, SG

Abstract
In this study, we undertake to analyse the chemical content of Reliquum*  with the goal of understanding whether their composition 

could explain the resilience of the species. We find that indeed, it can be distilled and subjected to HPLC. The result is surprising in that 
we find that Profectus is highly dependent on the survival of Reliquum.

Introduction
The study of Reliquum and its 

abundance in the labs led us  to 
hypothesize that there must be a 
fitness benefit to the species for 

it to still be present despite all 
the setbacks, frustrations and 

other feelings it creates. With this 
in mind, we first checked the 
possibi l i ty of dist i l l ing the 

essential ingredient contained in 
Reliquum in order to analyze it 

further

Material and Method
We have used only the purest form of 

Reliquum for this  study, growing most 
of it ourselves  for the purpose of this 
study, according to published method 

(See Desjeux, 2010). Each experimental 
round used between 500 and 800 kg of 

mater ia l . D is t i l l a t ion was done 
accord ing to my g rand fa the r ’s 
technique and the HPLC followed the 

instruction manual that came with the 
machine as well as  colleagues’ advice 

that would be too long to reproduce 
here.

Results
Reliquum from different phyla 

c o n t a i n e n o u g h 
carbohydrates of the right 
sort for distillation (Fig.1).

An initial, informal analysis of 
Reliquum distillate on mice in 

the lab led us to suspect that 
the result of the distillation 
may create euphoria  as well 

as bewilderment (Fig. 2).
 Further analysis by HPLC 

confirm that the distillate is 
indeed Profectus (Fig. 3).
Profectus  is a highly volatile 

and toxic compound (Fig. 4).

Conclusion

Profectus is present in Reliquum, in 
infinitesimal quantities.
Because Profectus presents such high 

toxicity levels, it is unlikely to be found 
at higher levels in Reliquum.

However, we humans are 

dependent on Profectus for 

our well-being. It is therefore 

essential to preserve the 

e c o l o g i c a l b a l a n c e b y 

protecting Reliquum, so as to 

prevent the extinction of 

Profectus.

Figure 2. Mouse testing the 
intoxicating properties of Reliquum 

distillate

Figure 3. Comparing the profile of HPLC in Reliquum distillate (a) and in Profectus (b). The profile of Reliquum distilate 
HPLC was entered in the HPLC profile database; the profile for Profectus provided a 100% profile match.

(a) (b)

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 1. Reliquum contains carbohydrates that can be distilled (a) Carbohydrate 
content form different phyla (b) upon burning, Reliquum  produces  black remains, 

indicative of carbon-content (c) a  lithmus test confirms the acidity of Reliquum, 
allowing for fermentation prior to distillation.

Figure (5) The distillation set required over 500kg of Reliquum to produce a few 

drops  of distillate. Our distillation set-up closely resembled this one with the 
exception that the condenser was replaced by a cucumber, used for its  cooling 
properties.

Figure 4. This picture was taken 

after Profectus  exploded in our 
laboratory.

* Reliquum: leftovers, failures, setbacks, rejections as they occur in the process of making science.
* Profectus: success, happy moments, forward steps, as they occur in the process of making science.

No animal was harmed in the making of this research
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 Figure III.8 “Novel screen for arrest mutants leads to many Frustrations”. Poster, 
60 cm x 42 cm digital print.Exhibited as part of the “Laboratory of ‘Pataphysics” 
installation in the 4:12 , MAFA Group show ICA Galleries, Nov 27- Dec 12 2010.

A NOVEL SCREEN FOR ARREST MUTANTS 
LEADS TO MANY FRUSTRATIONS

Isabelle Desjeux, Molecular Institute of Technology, Singapore, SG 

Abstract
There are many ways in which the progress of science can be halted in its daily making. In this 

study, we have isolated mutants, classified according to their phenotype into 9  different 
classes labelled fru-1 to fru-9 for “frustrations”. These arrest the scientific cycle at different 
points, each with a different consequence. In our analysis, we ask why these samples are so 

difficult to collect and whether there is a use for them beyond the recycling bin. 

Introduction
Science depends on scientists  to keep 

cycling. We predicted that it could 
easily be stopped by placing sticks in 
its wheels  at different points. In figure 

1, we have summarized where we 
expect standstill. 

Here, we describe the 9 classes of 
frustration that we have encountered.

Note: No scientists were harmed in the course of this study

Material and Method
Scientists were interviewed, literature was reviewed. 

Sometimes, the recording device didn’t work. At other 
times, we forgot to press the “record button”. Many 
articles of interest were sourced, however, most of 

them could not read because of accessibility denials. 
The problem was circumnavigated by extrapolating the 

content, using Peter Lawrence’s* article as a starting 
point.

*Lawrence, Peter. “The Mismeasure of Science”, Current Biology Vol 

17, Issue 15, 7 August 2007, Pages R583-R585

Results
Arrest mutants  were collected from scientists’ logorrhea, both in vivo and in scribo. After ascertaining which 

part of the cycle could not be completed, samples were placed together in a box, in ascending order for 
aesthetic purpose (See fig.2). We then attempted a description of the different specimen according to their 
perceived morphology. We also paid attention to their texture, colour and size. We found that the specimen 

could be classified according to their phenotype, of which we found 9 distinct, labelled fru-1 to fru-9 (fig.2).

fru-1  consists of collecting supernumerary samples  when the data has already proved the hypothesis. This 
leads to an incomplete arrest, and usually results in the slowing down of the cycle unless the further collected 

samples suddenly contradict the previously collected ones, resulting in a full arrest.

fru-2  consists of making many models to fit the expected data. This results invariable in the throwing away of 
all models except one. While this  does not stop the advancement of science per se, it was included here 

because the phenotype is definitely one of frustration.

fru-3  consists of deciding to study a very complex phenomenon using a grand experiment, despite the fact 

that nothing is known of it. This almost guarantees arrest very early in the scientific circle (but the phenotype is 
not entirely penetrant), before carrying out any experiment.

fru-4  or “soufflé” consists  of planning a grand experiment, and finding out at the last experiment that it is not 

technically possible.

fru-5 is a technical failure, human or material, and can happen at anytime in the cycle.

fru-6 consists of collecting only normal samples when in actual fact you were looking for mutants.

fru-7  consists of researching an extremely exciting area and produce a finished product only to realise that you 

have been scooped and your story will not further science.

fru-8 consists of filing a rejected paper.

fru-9 consists of having your research be outright ignored, being invisible.

Figure 2 Collecting the specimen. They are housed in 
special boxes, according to size and morphology. 

Mothballs are used for conservation
Figure 2 (a) fru-1 (b) fru-2 (c) fru-3 (d) fru-4 (e) fru-5 (f) fru-6 (g) 
fru-7 (h) fru-8 (i) fru-9

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Conclusion
The scientific cycle presents many weaknesses and 

can be arrested at many points.

However, we have noticed that 100% 
of those who came out of the cycle 
had entered it. In other words,
100% of those who succeeded tried.
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2. The MAFA Show

Figure III.9 Virtual tour of the 
“Laboratory of ‘Pataphysics” 
installation in the 4:12 , MAFA Group 
show ICA Galleries, Nov 27- Dec 12 
2010. 
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(a)                                                               (b)

(c)                                                               (d)

(e)                                                               (f)

Figure III.10 Views of the “Laboratory of ‘Pataphysics” installation in the 4:12 , 
MAFA Group show ICA Galleries, Nov 27- Dec 12 2010. (a) diagrams on the wall, 
reference to the “Distillation” video on the shelf. (b) hanging sketches used to 
produce the small animation “science leads to failures”, and various sketches on the 
wall used in the lectures or videos. (c) The views include views of pages from the 
book “Field Guide to Reliquum”, a work-in-progress, (d) bookshelf of references (e) 
The Scientist Is Not Quite There, (f) more sketches and notebooks,references and 
tools displayed on the table.
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Appendices 
   Appendix 1: Research Project Proposal

TITLE OF PROJECT

Failures and Other Strange Scientific Objects. 

SUMMARY OF PROJECT
 Include approximately 5 sentences that provide an elaboration on the title and a short 
description of the project.

Science moves forward. The progress of our society depends on it. But does it 

mean that no error or sidetrack will be tolerated? The artist becomes a scientist, 

studying these hidden tracks of dead-ends, failures and mistakes that happen: 

“errors” when the wrong decisions are taken, “failure” when an experiment does not 

succeed or “rejection” when a scientist’s article is not being accepted for 

publication. Here, these set-backs become the object of a study, highlighting the 

paradox of failure as both unwanted outcome, and inevitable part of  any successful 

process. The result is an artistic study of a hidden phenomenon, taking the shape of 

lectures, books, educational videos and the like, not dissimilar to what scientists are 

expected to produce in the course of their study. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
 Identify the ‘WHAT’ in your project.
- State the research areas and objectives of the project.
- Provide 1 or 2 key research questions.  
- 
Scientists have to deal with their ideas, their projects, their articles being rejected at 

one time or another of  their life. They may also face failure in the form of unrealized 

or unrealizable projects, experiments that did not produce the expected outcome… 

This results in the accumulation of unwanted material “to be kept for later”, 

“reworked” or even forgotten, never to be released to the outside word. The science 

I am looking at is the everyday science made in the lab by the biologist. This 

consists usually of coming up with a hypothesis, designing a set of  experiments, 

carrying them out, and finally telling the world of  their findings through “papers” or 

articles. The material I want to work from comes from the lab as it is being 

discarded at different stages of the process. The first stage of the project will consist 

of accumulating these rejects under the form of stories, in the same way that the 

“Karang Guni Man” walks door to door asking for unwanted goods, but also in the 

way an amateur butterfly collector might go around looking for rare specimen.

Using the scientific methodology to collect, study and classify these failures reminds 

us that science is run by humans, and that subjectivity being inherent to science 

doesn’t make it less valid. Humour and irony form a large part of the project through 

the use of misappropriated techniques and logic. To minimize failure, a scientist 

might avoid risk. Here, I conduct a highly risky experiment, bordering on the absurd. 

Undertaking such a risky experiment, I will be experiencing the frustrations and 

setbacks that I want to explore, making me keenly aware of the topic at hand.

Finally, communication forms the gateway between the scientists and their peers 

and also between science and the mainstream. Different modes of  communicating 

the research will be explored, through lectures, videos and other experimental 

techniques.
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CONCEPTUAL/ THEORETICAL REFERENCE    
-  Identify the ‘WHY’ in your project.
-  Provide relevant theoretical, historical and cultural reference points in contemporary 
art.
 Describe the value and importance of undertaking this project.

  
Here we aim to draw  a parallel between the processes in art and in science. It aims 

to look at the scientific methodology from an unusual point of view, reframing the 

scientists (asked to make subjective judgements on their failures they become 

artists; under the gaze of the collector they become objects of study) and the object 

of study (“a failure is not a butterfly... or is it?”). Rejects and failure are not usually 

acknowledged in science, where scientists need to publish their findings to be 

recognized by the outside world. A rejected article means anonymity. By re-using 

scientific findings or articles shunned by the scientific community, and showing them 

in a different setting (as model system in a study) or in a different environment (the 

art gallery), and with a different purpose (art and not science), the finding acquires a 

new  meaning. In the mirror project, science stories shunned by the public will be 

transformed into works of fiction (art) and re-placed in the scientific lab. The re-

framing provides an ironic view  as the work acquires new  meaning. The questions 

one can ask in science are limited by the current technologies and the current 

knowledge. In order to avoid risky experiments which are more likely to result in 

failure, research questions are often steered into irrelevant or absurd questions, 

where scientists “ask only questions that can be answered”. This is similar to the 

dematerialization of the unique art object in the ‘60s, where the process of 

meaningless work became a medium, material and metaphor for artwork. Here, the 

absurd experiment I am running becomes a symbol for all these “meaningless” 

experiments, and becomes the artwork. I am interested to see how  far the 

comparison can be pushed, and would like to question if, by extension, any “failed” 

science can immediately claim to be an art object. By collecting stories about 

failures, I am looking at old stories from a new  angle. The purpose of the collection 

is to provoke awe in the sheer scale of the wastage being produced while 

researching valid questions. Awe also in what is being discarded. By placing the 

scientists and their stories as objects of study, I am creating a displacement, turning 

the tables around. Wastage and failure don’t only happen in science and are part of 

many human activities. From this point of view, it is easy for the public to relate to 

scientists’ stories and shortcomings, no matter what their knowledge of science is. 

There is a part of unexpected and disappointment that we have to deal with. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS
-  Identify the ‘HOW’ in your project.
-  Describe the methods, materials and approaches in your studio works.
- Describe how you will document your process.  
Failomics Lecture: Failures (Reliquum sc.) specimen are collected from the 

literature and the laboratories under the form of interviews, notes, figures and 
photographs. How each interviewed scientist is approached is important, because 

even though they are used to sharing their science, they  are not used to formally 
share their failures. Each Failure/Reject is collected in a booklet containing all the 

material pertaining to the different stories. Each story  collected contains two sets of 
data, namely the scientific content and the emotional content. Both are blended in 

the interview and collected material.
Following a scientific process, the collection is surveyed, hypothesis are made, 

tested. The result of the study  is presented in the form of a scientific lecture. This 
can be accompanied by  a popular scientific lecture, a scientific article and a 

presentation poster. The making of the lecture consists of organising the information 
into a logical script and adding visuals. The visuals consist of the original data 

contributed by the scientists, other found visuals from the scientific community, 
sketches and other explanatory diagrams. 

Documentating is done in two steps. The first documentation consists of collecting 
information and takes the form of photographs (scientists in their environment), 

sounds (taped interviews), collected manuscripts, correspondence with scientists, 
survey  forms, sketches... In a second instance, the lecture is documented using 

straightforward filming during the lecture, reviews pertaining to the lecture, and 
questions and discussions with the public.

The Educational Videos
Through discussion with scientists and looking through the literature for scientists, 

new  ideas on the role of failure appear. If  the goal is to show  the importance of 

failure for the advancement of  science, then, clean punchlines and simple logic 

needs to be used to communicate it. Each video is developed through first writing a 

script. A background for the videos is mounted, consisting of the material the 

failologist might need to investigate failures. Eventually, the videos are shot (either 

on small budget or with professional help), and edited to resemble popular science 

programs.
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Impersonating a Failed Scientist
At the heart of this project is the role of miscommunication in shaping science. A 

discovery can be made, but if it is not convincing and not accepted, the world will 

stay ignorant of it, and the discovery will be deemed to have never happened. In the 

process of  bringing to life a failed scientist, information has to be gathered on the 

scientist’s historical, geographical, sociological and scientific background. All this 

information is gathered in a book detailing the context of  the man, the Lost Scientist. 

Eventually, the lost scientist is brought to life through a pseudo-historical 

documentary, or mocumentary, as well as a museum-style display of  his 

reconstituted laboratory. The goal of the documentary is not to show  exactly what 

this alternative science might have looked like, as much as to raise the possibility 

that this could have happened at all, and could be happening, in a number of 

contemporary scientific contexts and settings.

   

REFERENCES

 Provide a list of relevant literature and creative works that you have referenced and 
are likely to employ in developing your research project.  

Creative works

Francis Alÿs 
Mark Dion

Literature

Worstward Ho, Samuel Beckett
Ubu Roi, Alfred Jarry

'Pataphysics, The Poetics Of An Impossible Science,  Christan Bök
Cantatrix Sopranica et Autres Ecrits Scientifiques, George Perec

Annals of Improbable Research
‘Pataphysics, according to Alfred Jarry, Christian Bök and Raymond Quenaud.
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PROPOSED OUTCOMES and TIME-LINE
- State a number of short-term objectives and outcomes that are achievable in each 

semester.

STUDIO WORKSTUDIO WORK

Semester 1         Objectives And Proposed Outcomes

Interviews with scientists and literature review, collecting images of 
laboratories. Drawing and exploring various modes of exposing failures. 
Gathering of information culminate in the delivery of a lecture on failures in 
science

Semester 2 Objectives And Proposed Outcomes

Exploring alternative methods of communication and delivery. Exploring the 
medium of video as an actual medium rather than used only for 
documenting purpose. Making of a series of videos communicating 
research on failures.

Semester 3 Final Exhibition

Polish further the technique of video, from capturing to directing, acting and 
editing. Culminates on the production of a live performance lecture to a real 
audience of scientists, as well as a polished video documenting the event 
and used as artwork. Exhibition is an installation of a Laboratory of 
‘Pataphysics suggesting ways of studying scientific failures and displaying 
the outcome of the research.

 

WRITTEN WORKWRITTEN WORK

Semester 1         Paper 1

Defining the words “failure” and “rejection” in the context of science. 
Research into the role of failures into the advancement of science, and its 
relevance to society in general .

Semester 2 Paper 2

Study of artists Mark Dion for his appropriation of the scientific method and 
Francis Alÿs for the urban myth part of his work. Study of the technique and 
function of ‘pataphysics.
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Semester 3 Paper 3

Conclusion of thesis is formed upon revisiting paper 1 and 2 along with the 
development of my studio practice. I reflect on the use of various means of 
communication as they are used by scientists and how the outside world 
might perceive them.

   Appendix 2 : DVDs

DVD1: Semester 1

DVD2: Semester 2

DVD3: Semester 3
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